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CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPION FLAGET
(Left to Right) Front Row: V. Welch, J. Ford, K. Welsh, J. Lavey, D. Jewell, B. Ransdell,
J. Brown, J. Nohalty, D. Recktenwald, B. McDermott, D. Eigelbach, D. Brohm, K. Henry,
J. Wohlleb. Second Row: W. Gray, C. Harris, E. Chavers, B. McGrath, J. Dicello, M. Higdon,
R. Board, M. Schmitt, M. Jenkins, J. Heil, G. Weihe, C. DeSensi, L. Pruitt. Third Row:
W. Howard, M. Kulp, J. Reed, T. Meagher, K. King, C. Turner, F. Brohm, D. Potter, S. Mur-
phy, C. Phillips, W. Guelda.
Flaect 14-Father Ryan Flaeet 20-duPunt Manual
Flaget 35-Shawnee Flaget 61-Indianapolis Wood
Flaget 30-B:shap David Flaeet aO-Owensboro 7
Flaget 12-Trinity 7 Flaeet 34-CentraI 12
Flaeet 0-Male Flaeet 6-St. Xavier 9
Flaeet I3-DeSales 7
PLAYOFF
Flaeet 21-Thoinas Jefferson
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KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOCIATMN
February, 1968
Letter From the Commissioner
To the District Tournament Manager:
Will you please refer to your K.H.S.A.A.
booklet which gives rules and regulations
governing basketball tournaments. You
should familiarize yourself with these rules,
found on pages 30-38. Your special attention
is called to the second paragraph of Tourna-
ment Rule VI-A-3, relative to the enrollment
of your district coaches in the Kentucky
High School Coaches Association.
The forms for your various reports are
self-explanatory. The report of games should
be mailed to the manager of the reeional
tournament not later than Monday, March
4. Send your financial report, your checked
eligibility lists, and the second copy of the
report of games to the Commissioner as soon
after the tournament as possible. For your
convenience, the following checklist is given
:
1. Invite member schools to your tourna-
ment AT ONCE, reminding each school to
send each other member school in the district
a COMPLETE preliminary list of players on
or before February 1, and to send you
THREE copies of a final list one week prior
to the district tournament. See Rule VHL
2. Announce the time of drawings in
your letter. See Rule IX.
3. At your meeting, conduct the drawings
and select the officials. The state plan for
division of tournament receipts is recom-
mended. If any other plan is used, a majority
vote of the participating schools must be
obtained.
4. Your attention is called to the last
paragraph of Tournament Rule V-A, which
says: "An official shall not work a district
or regional tournament in the district or
region in which he resides." Also note the
provisions of Tournament Rule V-C concern-
ing twelve first team high school basketball
games.
5. The following procedure has been es-
tablished by the Board of Control in the
selection of tournament officials under au-
thority given in Tournament Rule V-A: (a)
Each school represented at the meeting may
submit the names of one or more officials.
There shall be a minimum of eight names on
the list of officials to be voted on. NO NAME
SHALL BE MARKED OFF THE LIST, (b)
Each school representative shall rank eight
officials in the order of his preference, the
first choice being assigned eight points, the
second seven points, etc. (c) The tournament
manager shall communicate at once with the
highest ranking official or officials in the
order of their rank. If the official who is
selected can not be reached within one hour
of the time of his selection, or if he is not
available, the tournament manager shall at-
tempt to employ the next official or officials
on the list in the order of their selection. If
the tournament manager attempts to contact
the official by telephone and there is no an-
swer, the manager should check with the
operator for a possible change in the offi-
cial's number, (d) If two officials are tied on
points, the highest ranking official shall be
determined by flipping a coin, (e) If none of
the officials on the list is available, the tour-
nament manager shall have the sole respon-
sibility of securing an official or officials
for the tournament.
6. Tournament Rule XV says: "The
Board of Control is authorized to select,
standardize, and purchase trophies for all
district and regional tournaments and the
cost of these trophies shall be borne by the
respective districts and regions." The Board
has contracted with The Sport Shop, Glas-
gow, Kentucky, to supply all of the official
K.H.S.A.A. district first place and second
place basketball trophies for the 1968 tourna-
ments, each trophy complete with the Asso-
ciation seal and engraving. Your trophies
will be shipped to you prior to March 1.
7. It is the responsibility of the tourna-
ment manager to secure adequate police
protection.
8. THE BOARD OF CONTROL HAS
RULED THAT NOT MORE THAN
TWELVE PLAYERS MAY BE IN UNI-
FORM FOR ANY ONE TOURNAMENT
GAME, AND THAT OTHER SQUAD MEM-
BERS SHALL NOT BE ALLOWED TO
PARTICIPATE IN WARM-UP EXER-
CISES, THIS BEING IMPLIED IN TOUR-
NAMENT RULE XL
9. Please ask your officials to designate
the goals prior to the warm-up time for each
game.
10. You will receive three copies of a
final eligibility list from each school. Have
one of these checked by the coach of each
competing team, before his team plays, for
the twelve players he will use in each game.
Use only one list for checking players on
each team since the other two copies may be
needed by the regional and state tournament
managers. Send the Commissioner all of
these checked copies with your other reports.
Send the two unchecked copies of eligibility
lists of the winner and runner-up to the man-
ager of your regional tournament, along
with one copy of your report of games, not
later than March 4.
11. It has been ruled that the 2 :00 o'clock
mentioned in Tournament Rule IV-B may be
considered Eastern Standard time or 1:00
P.M. CENTRAL STANDARD TIME. This
information concerning the starting time of
the regional meeting should be given to your
winner and runner-up.
12. Send Secretary Ohr of the Kentucky
Coaches Association the list of district
(Continued on Page Eleven)
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Basketball Questions
EDITOR'S NOTE: These interpretations of the
rules of the National Basketball Committee of the
United States and Canada do not set aside nor modify
any rule. The rulings are made by the National Fed-
eration of State High School Athletic Associations in
response to situations presented.
Clifford B. Fagan, Committee Secretary
16. Play: Al travels. An official calls the viola-
tion. Al ignores the official and places the ball on the
Door in the court at the spot of the violation, after
which his teammates and he take defensive positions.
Ruhng: Technical foul is charged to Al. This is an
infraction for "failure to immediately pass the ball to
nearer official if in control when a violation is called
. .
." Al is not to be warned but rather penalized. Fail-
ure to penalize denies a free throw attempt and throw-
in to Team B to which they are justly entitled.
17. Play: Eight minutes prior to scheduled start-
ing time for a game, an official notes Team B is "dunk-
ing" during its pregame drill.
RuUng: The rules committee request, Ihat there be
no "dunking" during warm-ups, is made in the interest
of conserving equipment. Since "dunking" is no longer
pai't of the game, there is no advantage to practice it.
It is anticipated the request will be honored. If it is not,
officials may remind coaches of the Points of Ejnpha-
sis. Officials are not likely nor are they advised to
demand "dunking" during practice cease, unless there
appears to be a likeUhood of equipment damage. Only
then should the official rule that the dunking be stopped.
If the official orders discontinuance, and this order is
ignored, the official is obligated to charge the offenders
with a technical foul. A competent official will use this
authority only in extreme situations.
18. Play: Are tliere any situations in which it is
possible for the official to correct an error made while
the clock is running?
Ruling: Yes, but such situations are extremely
limited. The one most apt to occur is for A6 to enter
the contest without being beckoned, while the ball is
aUve and the clock is running. This is an infraction and
should be penalized vnth a technical foul. If the officials
fail to detect the infraction and it is noticed by the scor-
er, he may call it to the attention of the official. When
there is an error and it is not penalized immediately, it
may be corrected provided it is "recognized before the
second live ball following the error."
19. Play: While the ball is in fUght, following a
field goal try by Al, time for a period expires. While it
is in fhght and before it enters the basket, Bl fouls A3.
The timer's signal sounds following the foul. The timer
reports to the referee that the signalling device was
defective and that time had expired: (a) before the ball
left the hand of Al; or (b) after it was in flight but
before the foul was committed.
RuUng: The goal counts in (b) but not in (a). In
(a) the ball was dead before it left the hand of Al and
thus the foul by Bl was during a dead ball. It would be
ignored unless it were flagrant. In (b) if the foul
occurred before the ball entered the basket, it is
penalized.
20. Play: The visiting team has been notified well
in advance of the scheduled date of the game starting
lime. Fifteen minutes prior to the scheduled starting
lime, the home team appears on the floor for the pur-
pose of its pre-game practice. The visiting team does
not come to the floor until approximately 5-7 minutes
prior to the scheduled starting time for the game. In
the meantime, but before the visiting team has ap-
peared on the floor, the home team has completed its
warm-up and has returned to its dressing room. When
I he visiting te;im comes onto the floor, which is after
the home team h'AS left it, the visiting team practices at
I he same basket used by the home team for its warm-
up.
Ruling: As provided by Rule 4, Section 1, the visit-
ing team has the choice of the basket at which it may
|)ractice before the game and this basket shall be its
choice for the first half. There is no time limit specified
in which to make this choice.
21. Play: Ooach of team A does not submit ihis
^quad list to the scorers at least 10 minutes prior to the
scheduled starting time of the game and he does not
designate the five stalling players at least 3 minutes
before the designated starting tune of the game.
Ruling: It is one technical foul for each squad
member named on the list given to the scorer. Each
name is considered individually and is a technical foul.
It there were 10 players on the list, there would be 10
lechnical fouls. II the starting players were not desig-
nated at least 3 minutes before the scheduled starting
lime of the game, there would be five additional techni-
cal fouls, one for each player.
22. Play: Both team A and Icam B present their
L'osters lo the scorer 10 minutes before Ihe scheduled
starting time of the game. Neither A nor B designates
lis starting five players until 1 minute prior to game
time. There is no acceptable excuse for either delay.
Ruling: Each team is assessed 5 technical fouls.
Each team will be awarded 5 free throws, naimely, one
for each technical foul.
23. Play: Team A ori-oneously lists the wrong num-
ber for each squad member on the list submitted to the
scorer. The error is not noted until after approximately
I'i minutes of play.
Ruling: A tedmical foul is chai-ged for each player
who is in the game not wearing the number indicated
in the scorebook for liim. Any squad members who
become players and require the changing of the number
indicated for them in the scorebook are also to be
assessed a technical foul. No technical foul is assessed
a squad member who has the wrong number listed for
him but who does not become a player or, in other
words, who does not enter the game.
24. Play: Al makes a high throw-in to A2, who
laps the ball so that it goes into the basket. The tap by
A2 is made so that it is not basket interference. Time
did not expire during the time the tap was in flight.
Ruling: Legal field goal.
Comment: The ball became ahve when it was
touched on the court by A2. A live ball went through
A's basket, hence the goal counts.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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1968 District Tournament Sites
1. Fulton County 34. Holmes
2. Paducah Tilghman 35. Newport
3. Sedalia 36. Highlands
4. Murray Univ. 37. Harrison County
5. Crittenden Co. 38. Deming
6. Union County 39. Mason Countv
7. West Hopkins 40. Mt. Sterling
8. Christian County 41. Franklin County
9. Daviess Countv 42. Anderson County
10. Muhlenberg Cent. 43. Tates Creek
11. Ohio County 44. Model Laboratory
12. Butler County 45. Danville
13. Russellville 46. Monticello
14. Bowling Green 47. Somerset
15. Glasgow 48. London
16. Metcalfe County 49. Brodhead
17. Elizabethtown 50. Williamsburg
18. Hart Memorial 51. Bell County
19. Bardstown 52. Cumberland
20. Taylor Countv 53. Letcher County
21. Western 54. Hazard
22. Flaget 55. Hindman
23. DeSale.s 56. Lee County
25. duPont Manual 57. Meade Memoi-ial
26. Seneca 58. Wheelwright
27. Atherton 59. Mullins
29. Taylorsville 60. Feds Creek
30. Shelby Count^ 61. Univ. Breckinridge
31. Oldham Count.\ 62. Sandy Hook
32. Georgetown 63. Raceland
33. Dixie Height.s 64. Paul G. Blazei
1968 Regional Tournament Sites
(1) Murray State Universit3% (2) Hender-
son City High School, (3) Owensboro Sports-
center, (4) Western Kentucky University,
(5) Elizabethtown High School, (6) Free-
dom Hall, (7) Freedom Hall, (8) Henrj
County High School, (9) Holmes High
School, (10) Mason County High School,
(11) Eastern Kentucky University, (12)
Danville High School, (13) James A. Cawood
High School, (14) Breathitt County High
School, (15) Prestonsburg High School, (16)
Morehead State University.
Track Assignments
Track regulations adopted by the Board of Control
provide that the staite shall be divided into classes and
regions by the Commissioner who will assign the schools
to the regional sites. The 1968 assignments are as
follows
:
Track—Girls
Pjulucali Region—Ballard Memorial, Calloway County,
Christian County, Dav.ess County, Hopkins ville. Lone Oak,
Murray. North Maisha 1, Paducah Tilgrhman, Reidland, St.
Mary ( Paducah ), Webster County, West Hopkins.
Olaspow Region—Bowlinp: Green, Cumberland County,
Drakesboro. Franklin-Simpson, Creen ville, Hiseville, Metcalfe
County. Park City, Russellville. Temple Hill, Tompkinsville,
Wan-en County.
Fort Knox Region—Adair County. Bardstown, Bloomfield.
Campbellsville. Flaheity, Greensburg. Henderson. Henderson
County. Meade County, North Hardin. Old Kentucky Home.
West Jefferson Region—Angela Merici. Butler, Central,
Loretto. Louisville Male, Mercy Academy, Pleasure Ridge Park.
Shawnee. Ursuline. Valley. Western.
East Jefferson Region -Cai roll County. Durrett. Eastern,
Fei n Creek. Henry County. Holy Rosary, Jeffersontown. Ken-
tucky School for the Blind. Oldham County, Shelby County,
Thomas Jefferson,
Lexington Region—Bryan Station, Franklin County, Har-
rison County. Han odsburg, Henry Clay. Lafayette. Lexington
Catholic. Pendleton, Sayre. Tates Creek, Trimble County,
Woodford County.
Richmond Region -Berea. Boyle County. Bush, Corbin.
Danville. Lily, London, Lynn Camp, McCreary County, Madi-
son Central, Middlesboro. Oneida Institute, Somerset.
Moiehead Region—Poyd County, Elkhorn City, Fleming
County. Mascm County, Mt. Sterling, Paintsville. Paul G.
Blazer. Rowan County. Russell. University Breckinridge.
Track—Class A Boys
Paducah Region—Ballard Memorial, Calhoun, Crittenden
County, F<nt Campbell. Fulton. Lyon County. Murray. Provi-
dence. Reidland. St. Mary. South Marshall, Trigg County.
Glasgow Region—Caverna. Cumberland County. Gamaliel,
Hiseville. Metcalfe County. Park City, Russellville. Temple
Hill, Tompkinsville.
Fort Knox Region—Bardstown, Bloomfield, Campbellsville.
Caneyville, Clarkson. Cub Run, Flaherty, Kentucky School for
the Blind. Leitchfield. Louisville Country Day, Munfordville,
West Hardin.
Bellevue Region—^Bellevue. Cari'oll County, Dayton, Emi-
nence. Grant County, Henry County, Nicholas County, Owen
County. Pendleton County.
Lexington Region—Burgin. Frankfort. Georgetown, Har-
rodsburg. Kentucky Military Institute. Lexington Catholic,
Mercer County, Millersburg Military Institute, Paris, Sayre,
Scott County, Shelbyville.
Richmond Region —Berea, Garrard County. Jackson Coun-
ty. Kentucky School for the Deaf, Madison, Monticello, Ml.
Sterling, Mt. Vernon. Pulaski County, Shopville, Washington
County.
Barbourville Region liusli. Corbin. Fleming-Neon. Harlan,
Hazel Green, Jenkins, Lily, London, Lynch. Lynn Camp,
McCreary County, Pineville. Riverside. Williamsburg,
Morehead Region -Elkhorn City, Flat Gap. Johns Creek.
Louisa, Maysville. Meade Memorial, Morgan County, MulUns,
Oil Springs. Olive Hill. Paintsville, Pikeville, Prichard, Race-
land, Wurtlan<l.
Track—Class AA Boys
Paducah Region—Caldwell County, Calloway County. Chris-
tian County. Hoiikinsville. Lone Oak. North Marshall, Paducali
Tilghman.
Fenders'jn Region—Daviess County, Henderson, Henderson
County. Madison ville, Owensboro, Owensboro Catholic, Union
County. Webster County.
Glasgow Region—Adair County, Bowling Green, Franklin-
Simpson. Glasgow, Greensburg, LaRue County, Taylor County.
Wayne County.
Foit Knox Region—East Hardin. Elizabethtown, Fori
Knox, Meade County. North Hardin, Old Kentucky Home,
Oldham County, St. Joseph, Shelby County, Shepherdsville.
Bellevue Region—Boone County. Campbell County, Cov-
ington Catholic, Dixie Heights. Highlands. Holmes, Lloyd,
Newport, Newport Catholic. Simon-ICenton.
Lexington Region—Boyle County. Bryan Station, Danville.
Franklin County, George Rogers Clark, Harrison County.
Henry Clay, Jessamine County. Lafayette, Tates Creek. Wood-
ford County.
Richmond Region-Bell County. Cumberland. Hazard,
James Cawood. Knox Central. Madison Central. M. C. Napier,
Middlesboro, Somerset. Whitesburg, Whitley County.
Morehead Region—Belfry. Boyd County. Fleming County,
McKell. Mason County, Paul G. Blazer, Prestonsburg, Rowan
County. Russell.
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TRACK—CLASS AAA BOYS
Central, duPont Manual, Flaget,
Jefferson-
Kutler Resion— Butler.
Louisville Male. Shawnee,
Atherton Region—Atherton. DeSales. Durrett,
town. St. Xavier. Southern. Thomas Jefferson.
Valley Region Bishop David. Fairdale, Iroquois, Pleasure
Ridge Park. Valley, Western.
Eastern Region—Eastern. Fern Creek. Seneca. Trinity,
Waggoner. Westport.
In Memoriam
Minutes of Board Meeting
The Board of Control of the Kentucky
High School Athletic Association met at the
Kentucky Hotel, Louisville, on Saturday
morning, January 20, 1968. The meeting was
called to order by President Don R. Rawlings
at 9:15, with Board members Morton Combs,
Don Davis, Ralph C. Dorsey, Preston Hol-
land, Foster J. Sanders, and Oran C. Teater
;
Commissioner Theo. A. Sanford, and Assist-
ant Commissioner J. B. Mansfield present.
The invocation was given by Foster J. San-
ders.
Don Davis moved, seconded by Oran C.
Teater, that the reading of the minutes of
the December 23rd meeting be waived since
the members of the Board had received cop-
ies of these minutes. The motion was carried
unanimously.
Oran C. Teater moved, seconded by Foster
J. Sanders, that the following regulations
concerning the fees for regional basketball
tournament officials be adopted: The official
shall receive a fee of $25.00 per game and a
transportation allowance of 10 cents per
mile for all necessary travel. In the event
that it is necessary for the official to remain
overnight at the tournament site, he shall be
paid an additional $15.00 per day for lodging
and meals. The motion was carried unani-
mou.^ly.
There was a discussion of possible new
proposals to be submitted by the Board at
the forthcoming 1968 Delegate Assembly.
There was a discussion concerning a pos-
sible amendment to Basketball Tournament
Rule V-B. Ralph C. Dorsey moved, seconded
by Morton Combs, that the following be
added to Basketball Tournament Rule V-B,
to go into effect for the 1969 tournament:
"An official who has worked in the State
Tournament for two successive years is not
eligible to work in the tournament the fol-
lowing year." The motion was carried unani-
mously.
Ralph C. Dorsey presented a list of several
suggestions to the Commissioner and the
Board of Control for possible consideration
in improving the State Basketball Tourna-
ment.
Preston Holland moved, seconded by Ralph
C. Dorsey, that all bills of the Association for
Raymond T. Baer
Raymond T. Baer, an All-America football
player at the University of Michigan and
former coach at two Louisville high schools,
died at his home in Louisville on January 19,
1968. He was 62.
Rated the greatest lineman at Michigan in
1925 and named to its all-time football team
nine years ago, Ray Baer began his athletic
career at duPont Manual High School in the
early 1920s. When he graduated at Manual
in 1923, he had been an All-State tackle in
football for two seasons, an All-Southern
tackle in 1922, an AlUState forward in bas-
ketball for three seasons, and had lettered in
track for three seasons. He had been State
champion in the high jump.
At the University of Michigan, Baer was
voted an All-America by Knute Rockne,
Glenn Warner, Grantland Rice and Tad Jones
after helping lead the Wolverines to the Big
Ten title in 1926.
Returning to Louisville, Mr. Baer was
head football coach at duPont Manual from
1938 to 1944. He later coached at St. Xavier
during the 1946-51 period. He was the Jeffer-
son County Parks and Recreation Depart-
ment's first director. In 1966 he was named
a member of the Kentucky Athletic Hall of
Fame.
Mr. Baer is survived by his wife and two
sons.
the period beginning December 1, 1967, and
ending December 31, 1967, be allowed. The
motion was carried unanimously.
There being no further business, the meet-
ing adjourned.
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The Flying Dutchman
It's tournament time again in Kentucky! In the
district, regional and state tournaments in the offing,
hundreds of high school boys will set forth to bring
honor to their schools and community by their victo-
ries on the hardwood. A wise man many years ago
made a speech to a group of eager kids at a school
chapel program pointnig out that it is as important not
to reflect dishonor on the community as it is to bring
honor to it.
As the jousting begins let's turn back the clock to
the time when you were that eager competitor seeing
only one goal—^the championship. The Dutchman once
knew a pretty good tennis player whose heart was set
on winning the championship of his state, and he would
have had he been wilhng to trade his honor for a shiny
cup. As his opponent drove the ball hard to the base
line the linesman called the ball out of bounds which
would have given this eager kid the championship, but
the kid knew that the badl was a perfect shot on the
line. On his next two serves he purposely double faulted
to even the game at deuce. The kid finally lost that
game and subsequently the match—but he had won a
lot more, namely self-respect and the respect of hun-
dreds who recognized his magnificent gesture.
Some time when you are at Bellamiine College drop
in on Eddie Weber, who works with young men who are
interested in athletics, and tell Eddie that you read the
story of his outstanding act of sportsmanship in the
Dutchman's column, because Eddie taught a lot of his
young friends that day that the way the game is played
DOES matter. Incidentally, in later years Eddie Weber,
who formerly directed the Bellarmine athletic program,
did go on to win the tennis dhampionship of Kentucky.
This chap, Eddie Weber, was a champion in every
sport in which he engaged at St. Xavier and the Univer-
sity of Louisville in the late twenties and was a eham-
pion in them all because he would never reflect dishonor
on any team, win or lose, because he was morally a
well trained lad, a gentleman and always a good
example for other young people.
So it is that as the tournaments get under way that
we honor Bellarmine's Eddie Weber with the Com Cob
Pipe of Honor award for the kind of sei-vice he has
rendered his community from boyhood to manhood.
May your tribe increase!
At a recent ball game, I was appalled by the attitude
of some adult spectators who were acting in such a
manner as to incite trouble; at £mother game I was
overcame with a warm feeling of pride as I heard a
high school girl tell a loud-onouthed spectator itihat he
should move away from her cheering section because
he was reflecting dishonor on her school. A father and
a mother somewhere did a terrific job of reairing that
your^ lady. May her tribe increase!
You wanta know something, basketball players?
The Dutchman played football a couple of yeans with
a big, husky tackle who would deUght a few fans by
peeling off his football jersey and playing bareback.
While a few cheered, there were many more who asked
•why is the big boy showing off? This athlete was not
reflecting honor on his team, but was attracting atten-
tion to himself to satisfy an ego. In a different way the
Dutchman has been disappointed in a few basketball
players this season. Let's look at the picture!
Basketball jerseys are so constructed that they look
great when tucked inside the player's trunks, but when
warn outside, not only look messy, but create the wrong
image of Kentucky for our visitors. Suppose the speaker
The Dutchman
of your athletic banquet showed up with highly polished
shoes, stylish suit, beautiful tie with matdiing lapel
handkerchief—but he let his Shirt tails hang out. Now
further, picture television covering your banquet show-
ing your speaker to thousands with his shirt tails hang-
ing out! The Dutchman saw a basketball player at a
game in Kentucky walk over to a teammate and say,
"Put your shirt tail in." This kid realized that the
reputation of his school is what the players make it.
May his tribe increase!
Kentucky is a sportsmanship capital as illustrated
by this story given me by Al Gustafson, one of the best
officials anywhere. Two gentlemen in the Louisville area
who command real respect are Al and the immortal
Walter Beck. You should meet Walter sometime—^he's
a great one as he pushes the grand age of seventy-five.
The story is not about Walter this time, but it does
pertain to Gene Carroll, a real gentleman and coach.
Hero's the story. With Thomas Jefferson playing Seneca,
Al Gustafson called a technical foul on Coach Gene
Carroll which cost Thomas Jefferson the game by one
point. Here's what Gene did as the game ended—he put
his arm around Al and walked to the locker room with
him. Every fan in the place had to salute Gene CaiToU
for being a big man. Al Gustafson says that this is one
of the nicest things ever to happen to him in his offi-
ciating career. On Official Al's recommendation, the
action of this coach has won for his school the Abou Ben
Adhem award for promotion of the proper relations
between a coach and an official in the critical period
following a game decided by an official who had the
"guts" to foul the coach. Congratulations to Thomas
Jefferson High School! To Coach Gene Carroll the
Dutchman says, "May your tribe increase!"
Let all of our coaching, playing and cheering spec-
tators bear in mind in the action-packed games ahead
that there will be penalties assessed for acts contrary
to the rules, and this is as it should be. If a law is
broken a penalty must be paid. This has been true back
through the ages. A number of years ago a great guy
and a friend of everybody returned to his car at a state
tournament in one of Kentucky's large cities and found
a traffic ticket for overparking on the windshield. A
friend of his said, "I can get that fixed for you." The
reply was, "I broke a law and I will pay the penalty."
This fellow taught the Dutchman a great lesson. This
morning I read that this great man had died. We will
always remember you, Bain "Tiny" Jones, and what
your life has meant for the creation of finer young
people. May your tribe increase!
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Football Officials' Ratings On Sportsmanship Of
K. H. S. A. A. Member Schools - 1967
SCHOOL
Anderson County
Atherton
Austin-Tracy
Bardstown
Bath County
Beechwood
Belfr>-
Bell County
Bellevue
Berea
Bishop David
Boone County
Bourbon County
Bowling Green
Boyd County
Boyle County
Breckinridge County .
Bryan Station
Burgin
Butler
Butler County
Caldwell County
Campbell County
Gampbellsville
Carroll County
Catlettsburg
Caverna
Central
Christian County
Corbin
Covington Catholic __
Crittenden County __.
Cumberland
Cumberland Counts' -
Danville
Daviess County
Dayton
DeSales
Dixie Heights
duPont Manual
Durrett
Eastern
Elizabethtown
Elkhorn City
Eminence
Evarts
Fairdale
Falmouth
Fern Creek
Flaget
Fleming County
Fleming-Neon
Foil Knox
Fort Campbell
Frankfort
Franklin County
Franklin-Simpson
Fulton
Fulton County
Gamaliel
Garrard County
George Rogers Clark
Georgetown
Glasgow
Greensburg
Harlan
Harrison County
Harrodsburg
Hazard
Hazel Green
Henderson
Henderson County —
Henry Clay
Henry County
Highlands
Hiseville
Holmes
Hopkinsville
Iroquois
James A. Cawood
Jeffersontown
OTHER SCHOOL
COACH OFFICIALS CROWD TEAM
E G F P E G F p E G F P E G F p
34 12 1 39 7 30 11 4 1 32 13 2
2!> 11 2 3 26 14 1 22 16 3 20 19 2
22 2 22 2 15 9 20 4
S5 in 5 1 38 13 32 16 1 2 34 15 2
25 6 25 6 23 8 22 9
19 9 22 6 22 6 21 7
36 7 1 1 37 6 1 36 4 3 1 38 5 1
17 6 1 20 3 20 4 17 5 2
26 17 25 18 21 19 2 1 20 19 4
18 10 4 2 28 4 2 2 23 7 2 2 23 8 3
24 13 6 4 SO 17 26 17 4 30 17
25 7 3 28 6 1 25 9 1 21 10 3 1
29 13 6 1 39 9 1 36 11 1 1 37 12
33 9 2 35 9 31 10 1 2 32 10 2
32 15 1 2 37 12 1 26 16 6 2 36 12 1 1
22 11 2 3 30 7 1 23 10 3 2 25 12 1
30 6 31 5 29 7 30 6
41 7 44 9 42 11 42 11
19 2 21 1 20 1 18 3
26 11 2 31 7 1 26 12 1 26 11 2
27 9 1 2 30 8 24 13 2 28 10 1
22 5 2 1 27 2 23 6 1 26 4 n a
18 13 3 2 27 7 26 9 1 26 10
IR 16 3 4 26 13 27 U 2 28 10 2
22 15 1 20 13 1 18 12 4 4 21 13 2 2
17 17 2 1 23 11 2 13 9 8 7 14 15 3 6
24 6 27 3 24 5 1 21 7 2
11 20 2 1 15 16 3 12 19 3 10 17 ?. 5
23 3 23 3 18 7 1 17 9
25 9 1 1 29 6 1 24 11 1 22 10 3 1
25 7 3 1 33 3 26 9 1 33 3
22 9 4 1 32 4 25 8 2 1 25 9 1 1
29 6 30 4 31 4 29 5 1
18 3 5 21 4 1 18 7 1 17 7 2
30 13 1 34 10 32 11 29 11 2 1
20 16 3 1 30 9 1 26 13 1 22 16 1 1
24 20 1 24 21 18 21 3 3 22 22 1
33 12 2 31 16 27 19 1 32 15 n
19 19 2 1 22 17 1 1 20 21 20 20 1
33 11 36 8 32 12 29 14 1
40 8 1 41 8 39 9 1 39 9 1
27 11 1 27 12 26 12 1 26 12 1
33 13 1 38 9 3>i 11 37 10
29 5 U 5 32 3 1 3 2K 6 4 3 31 6 1 2
22 12 1 23 11 1 IS 14 3 17 17 1
33 6 33 5 1 2S 9 2 33 5 1
33 10 3 1 33 14 1 31 14 2 1 30 17 1
11 13 1 15 10 1? 13 10 11 3 1
28 11 2 30 8 2 3? ti n 26 13 2
26 12 9 2 35 9 3 1 33 ]' 4 32 14 3
29 7 30 5 ?« K 25 9 2
« 9 8 1 21 5 1'^ 7 3 t 7 4 4 11
31 9 32 8 27 13 n n 27 11 2 a
28 3 31 ?« 5 n 26 4 1
28 9 1 28 9 1 ?R in 1 2 29 9
26 6 1 27 6 25 fi n 23 10
18 17 2 28 9 21 16 n 10 18
24 6 27 3 23 6 1 24 6
3 1 1 4 3 6 3 4 1 1 3 2 4 n
9 5 2 1 12 5 R 7 2 8 4 3 2
31 10 3 36 7 1 31 9 4 n 33 in 1
31 9 1 33 8 3^ R W 12 n
28 7 1 29 5 2 90 in 1 a 20 11 3 7.
33 4 3 32 8 3' 7 n 1 34 5 1 n
28 8 1 30 7 "ft n n 2ft S
24 4 26 2 ?s 4 I 24 4
38 11 5 47 7 in 12 1 1 30 11 3 1
18 10 4 3 27 8 K 7 3 n 25 7 3
31 4 2 32 4 9« Q 1 n 9« 8 1
22 5 22 4 90 7 n 2n 7
24 6 27 3 9=; ; n n 21 n
25 12 26 11 9S 12 n n 22 15 n
33 6 35 4 20 S 2 n 28 a 3
16 13 5 21 7 1 5 ^'=. a 8 R 13 11 3 7
27 9 29 7 9-1 l' n 97
23 1 23 1 1 K n 93 1
16 12 3 1 25 7 on in 9 n 93 R 1
34 1 32 2 1 90 3 9. 1 9<! 5 n 2
28 16 3 30 16 1 9« 20 1 n an 17 n
19 1 20 10 1 n n 10 1 n
1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6
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Jenkins
Jessamine County
Johns Creek
Kentucky Mililavy Institute __
Kentucky School for the Deaf
Knox Central
Lafayette
LaRue County
Lebanon
Leslie County
Liiy
Lloyd
London
Louisa
Louisville Country Day
Louisville Male
Ludlow
Lynch
Lynn Camp
McKell
Madison
Madison Central
Madison ville
Mayfield
Maysville
M. C. Napier
Meade County
Mercer
Metcalf County
Middlesboro
Millersburg Military Institute
Montgomery County
Morgan County
Mt. Sterling
Ml, Vernon
Murray
Newport
Newport Catholic
Nicholas County
North Hardin
North Marshall
North Warren
Ohio County
Old Kentucky Home
Oldham County
Owen County
Owensboro
Owensboro Catholic
Paducah Tilghman
Paintsville
Paris
Park City
Paul G. Blazer
Pikeville
Pineville
Pleasure Ridge Park
Prestonsburg
Raceland !__
Rowan County
Russell
Russellville
St, Joseph
St. Xavier
Sayre
Scott County
Seneca
Shawnee
Shelby County
Shelbyville
Shepherdsville
Simon Kenton
Somerset
Southern
Stanford
Tates Ci-eek
Temple Hill
Thomas Jefferson
Tompkinsville
Trigg County
Trinity
Union County
Valley
Waggener
Warren County
"Washington County
Western
Westport
Wheelwright
Whitesburg
Whitley County
Williamsburg
Woodford County
Wurtland
35 7 1
S3 3
3J 2
23 7 1
17 1 1
22 4 1
18 11
21 14
!
27 13
1
32 5
16 7 1
2.) 9
27 1
22 9 1
27 3 1
24 21 1
23 18
29 10
21 4
37 9
23 6
21 S 1
15 7 1
38 3 1
15 1
27 8
28 7 1
24 6
28 6
21 5 1
21 8 1
20 10
29 R
3-> 15
18
38
22 11 1
16
14 11 1
33 6 1
22 2 1
16 3 1
28 9 1
25 16
1
24 15
1
24 12
25 8
27 10
32 3
14 11
?.'\ 11
27 1
42 10
25 7
29 3
29 11
20 8
2'5 10
1
27 5
34 15
1
2=! f!
27 10
29 29 I
9 4
31 7
22 9
27 12
30 10
32 6
27 7
20 17 1
29 8
29 10
1
32 8
29 11
91 2
?8 18
38 1
33 4
>n 13
?S 5
97 13
31 8
23 4
30 7
31 11
oq li
93 K
39 •>.
93 5
17 s
3<! 9
1^ 11
36
I
36
I
33 I
29
I
13
I
22
I
27
I
26 12
30 14
35 1
28 4
30 8
27 1
33 4
25 6
29 18
26 19
30 8
21 3
41
25
21
25
38
15
32
33
22
29
23
26
23
31
50
19
38
26
18
14
33
21
18
31
28
29
29
28
I
32
I
34
I
23
I
30
I
27 1
44
I
32
I
27
31
I
22
29
27
37
30
30
33
8
36
27
30
30
31
28
24
34
30
37
38
21
6
1
3
8
4
5
7
5
I
9 I
9 I
4
I
3 1
1 I
5
I
7 I
8
I
5 I
6 I
5 1
12 I
5
I
7
I
1 I
1
I
7
I
7
13
I
6
3 I
4
I
7
I
18
I
U
I
7
7
6
2
8
6
1
8
5
5
10
7
9
5
12
5
9
18
6
5
13
13
9
7
10
14
6
12
4
6
1
10
1
3
13
5
10
8
4
11
8
9
6
1
1
3
3
6
37 2 2 1 36 5
31 6 31 6 1 •
33 1 2 31 5 1
,
25 12 26 10 1
,
1 16 2 12 6 i
21 6 21 6 1
22 11 1 22 U 1
1 21 16 1 23 14 1
,
24 17 2 1 28 9 5 1
30 6 1 29 7 1
i
20 8 15 10 2
1
24 13 1 28 10
I
25 3 25 3 "
i
29 9 29 7 1 1
3 25 5 4 26 H 9
1 28 20 24 20 4
i
1 22 23 3 25 22 1 1
28 9 2 29 10 ;
18 6 18 6 1
30 11 3 2 34 9 2
,
1 1 21 13 1 1 22 13 1
1
24 7 22 7 1
I
3 2 21 10 3 22 9 3
34 5 2 36 5 1
16 15 1
i
26 11 27 10
1 28 6 4 4 30 8 3
,
25 5 24 5 1
;
29 4 1 25 8 1
1
15 7 6 1 20 7 2
2 9 23 9 3 26 6 1
i
1 1 22 10 3 2 22 12 1
,
26 10 1 30 7
1
1 47 8 3 40 16 2
16 4 14 6 « 1
38 1 37 2
1 23 9 3 22 10 3
1
14 11 16 9
2 1 16 12 1 1 15 12 1
:
34 5 33 o 1 :
20 4 21 3
;
15 7 16 4 1
,
28 9 1 26 12 "
1
1 24 15 7 1 23 19 4
23 15 2 24 15 1 I
1 23 12 1 1 23 14
24 9 1 1 21 11 2 1
1 30 7 1 1 27 10
32 4 30 6
4 19 12 4 11 10 8
1 29 8 28 9 u
I
15 13 26 2
40 12 43 9 ,
28 9 1 23 10 9 '
21 10 1 20 12
1 28 14 27 15
2 1 21 9 2 1 22 7 3
1 2 25 9 4 3 28 7 2 i
20 12 28 9
28 12 8 1 33 13 4 1
18 13 1 3 22 12 1
24 12 1 2 30 9
2 29 23 1 33 20
1
2 8 7 1 7 8 1
1 32 8 1 26 11 3
fl 26 14 24 13 1
1 31 10 2 1 27 13 4
1 28 11 1 25 14 1
27 7 1 3 25 11 2
26 10 1 1 26 8 2
2 3 18 20 2 3 21 17 3
1
28 11 1 30 9 1 I
1 1 26 16 1 1 26 14 2 1
33 6 2 32 9 [
1 38 5 2 39 5 1 1
1 17 6 22 1
1 31 18 1 33 16 1 ;
37 2 37 2 '
30 7 1 32 6 '
26 15 1 27 14 1
'
29 5 23 10 1
'
1 28 12 2 26 16
28 11 1 26 13 ;
27 8 24 10 1 1
20 14 24 12 2
34 9 1 32 11 1 '
4 1 31 12 1 28 14 9
'
17 11 23 6 i
n 27 6 1 29 3 2
23 6 22 6 1
22 5 Q 18 9
n 35 3 35 9
1 21 9 1 1 23 9
I
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Schools' Ratings On
Football Officials
The following ratings were received on football
officials registered with the K.H.S.A.A. during 1967-
1968. The numbers following each name represent
respectively the number of Excellent, Good, Fair, and
Poor ratings given to the official.
Abbott, Stephen, 0-2-3-0; Adams, Calvin K., 6-0-2-0;
Ahrens, James, 0-0-0-1; Albrecht, Roger, 0-2-0-0; Al-
bright, James R., 4-7-2-0; Allen, Arthur, 1-0-0-0; Allen-
der, Raymond L., 0-1-0-0; Allison, Roy, 3-4-2-0; Anders,
Raleigh A., 6-3-5-0; Argo, Charles Roland, 0-5-0-0;
Atkinson, Charlie, 6-5-1-0; Ayers, Edward L., 1-1-0-0;
Bacigalupo, Eddie, 0-5-0-0; Back, Phillip A., 0-2-0-0;
Baisden, Leo E., Jr., 0-1-0-0; Bartels, John, 1-2-3-2;
Bates, Bob, 0-1-0-0; Battisti, Edward A., 0-6-1-0; Beck,
C. Norman, 3«-0-2; Beheler, Donald S., 4-7-0-0; Bell,
Clarence T., 3-5-0-1; Bennett, Howard, 5-1-0-0; Bennett,
Jack C, 0-1-1-0; Benzinger, Joseph, Jr., 5-3-0-0; Bero,
James J., 1-0-0-0; Bivins, George W., 2-3-0-1; Blackburn,
Adrian, 2-6-3-2; Blackburn, Tennyson R., 14-0-0; Blan-
ton. Homer, 3-1-0-1; Blosser, Kermit A., l-O-O-O; Boch,
Bill, 0-3-0-0; Boemker, Bob, 1-7-0-1; BoixJy, Phil, 1-3-0-0;
Bostic, Tim, 1-3-0-O; Boswell, William M., 0-0-1-0; Bow-
man, Earl A., 6-4-0-0; Boyles, Jeri-y F., 3-1-0-1; Bradley,
Delano R., 0-1-1-1; Brashear, Loy Ray, 6-9-2-0; Brauch,
Charles J., 1-4-0-1; Brizendine, Vic, 14-7-1-1; Brock,
.4Iben, 1-9-3-0; Brock, John H., 1-4-0-0; Brotzge, Mau-
rice J., 8-9-1-1; Brown, Bill, 6-6-1-0; Brown, Herman G.,
3-9-0-0; Brown, John W. "Scoop," 3-4-3-0; Bullock, Ted,
8-6-0-2; Burke, Daniel F., 4-3-1-0; Burke, David, 2-2-0-0;
Burke, Harry R., 7-9-1-0; Burton, James, 3-2-0-0; Bur-
ton, John, 1-1-0-1;
Cain, Paul D., 3-3-0-0; Caldwell, Charles M., 0-1-0-0;
Canaday, Jacy Glenn, 0-1-0-0; Canady, Ray Blair, -67-4-0;
Gannon, Jerry iVI., 0-3-0-0; Canter, John, 04-1-0; Cai-1-
berg, John H., 15-2-2-0; Carlberg, Ralph C, 10-9-0-0;
Carlson, David A., 3-7-0-1; Carr, Billy W., 1-0-0-0; Carr,
Vii-gil Lee, 0-0-0-1; Carrico, John, 2-5-0-0; Cecil, A. Mor-
ris, 5-6-0-0; Clark, John E., 0-2-0-0; Clark, Lou, 2-2-2-0;
Clark, Owen B., 5-5-1-1; Clemmons, Sam P., 8-5-0-0;
Clusky, Joe, 2-0-0-0; Cochran, Roy H., 3-1-0-0; CoUins,
C. E. "Jack," 7-4-2-0; Cook, Richard N., 3-9-1-0; Cooper,
Milton L., 5-1-8-0; Corbin, George L., 2-0-1-0; Comwell,
James, 1-1-1-0; Cowan, R. L., Sr., 4-7-1-0; Craft, Albert
B., 4-9-0-0; Craft, Bill, 3-8-0-2; Crider, Ray, 0-1-0-0; Cul-
len, Charles E., 4-3-2-1; Gulp, Willard, 6-11-1-0; Curnutte,
James R., 0-0-0-1; Current, Ellis Ray, 7-4-3-0;
Dallman, James W., 2-2-0-4; Davis, Curt, 5-10-4-0;
Davis, Ralph C, 2-2-0-0; Day, Conrad, 0-2-0-0; Deaton,
Daniel E., 3-1-0-0; Demuth, Paul E., 3-6-3-1; Dennedy,
T. Robert, 4-3-1-0; Dent, Donald, 4-5-1-0; Denton,
Charles, 5-1-1-0; Denton, William J., 3-6-1-0; Dial,
Charles R., 0-2-0-0; Dial, Jack W., 0-2-0-0; Dixie, Cor-
nelius, 1-2-0-1; Dizney, Alan, 0-2-1-2; Dorsey, James,
3-2-1-0; Downey, Robert F., 0-1-0-0; Downs, Joseph W.,
1-5-2-0; Drake, Richard R., 5-9-3-0; Draub, Jon E.,
2-0-6-0; Dryden, Wallace L., 0-1-0-0; Duff, Eari, 9-6-0-1;
Durkin, Jack, 3-4-0-0;
Egan, Joseph P., 0-2-0-0; Elliott, Carroll L., 6-7-1-0;
Ellis, Johnny, 2-5-7-0; Elovitz, Carl, 11-4-0-0; Emst,
Edward R., 4-2-1-0;
Fallon, Robert J., 9-5-1-1; Fandrich, William W.,
6-7-1-0; Faust, Jack, 5-8-5-0; Fay, John C, 0-1-0-0;
Feliciano, David N., 6-1-4-0; Fenimore, Clarke E.,
3-3-0-3; Ferguson, Thomas Lyle, 0-1-0-0; Fey, Allen,
5-6-0-2; Fields, Rickey, 0-1-0-0; Fields, Ronald M.,
3-3-0-2; Fish, Leland Gilbert, 9-6-0-0; Florence, Robert
H., 6-9-0-0; Flynn, Bobby, 10-6-1-0; Forbes, John W., Jr.,
1-6-0-0; Fortney, Robert Lee, 5-7-5-1; Foster, Berryman
E., 1-2-0-0; Foster, J. W., 6-7-0-1; Fraley, Bill J.,
13-1-1-0; Frankel, Louis S., 0-8-1-0; Franklin, Clifford,
1-0-0-0; Franklin, James A., 2-1-0-2; Frazer, Tom Roe,
2-1-0-1; Frecka, Jerry C, 0-1-0-0; Fruit, WilUam, 6-0-1-0;
Fryrear, William P., 1-4-1-2; Fucci, Dom, 3-5-0-0; Fuller,
Wilton H., 5-4-1-0;
Garrett, Richard A., 2-9-3-0; Gentry, Dale J.,
0-6-0-0; Gentry, WilUam R,, Jr., 0-1-1-1; Gettler, John
F., 9-6-0-0; Gfell, George V., 14-0-0; Gilbert, Gerald L.,
7-6-0-0; Gilligan, Jack, 2-1-0-1; Goodlett, CUfton H.,
0-2-1-1; Gorham, Harry C, 2-8-2-0; Gour, Bob, 8-6-1-0;
Grace, Charies K., 4-7-2-1; Grace, H. E., Jr., 4-8-0-1;
Graham, James, 3-0-14; Grieco, Joe, 1-0-0-0; Griffith,
Lauren, 3-5-0-0; Griggs, John M., 84-0-1;
Hadden, NeweU P., 5-9-0-0; Hagan, Joe, 10-6-1-3;
Hagerman, Bart, 2-04-2; Hagy, Harold J., 0-1-0-0; Hall,
Charles E., 3414-0; Hail, John R., 1-2-04; Hall, Rich-
:u'd T., 14-1-0; Hamilton, Vernon K., 0-0-0-1; Ham-
mock, Don L., 0-4-0-0; Hanes, Edward C. 7-2-0-0; Han-
sel, John T., 0-1-0-0; Harjo, Austin A., "Joe," 2-2-1-0;
Harris, David L., 0-8-1-2; Harris, Jeny, 2-4-2-0; Hai'ris,
Russell, 7-34-0; Harrison, William H., 4-24-0; Hatfield,
Gene E., 3-3-0-2; Hawkins, Will A., 3-5-0-0; Hedge,
David W., 4-644; Heinichen, Carl C. 1-3-1-3; Heinold,
F. Thomas, 0-0-0-1; Heinze, Frank, U-11-0-0; Heinze,
John G., 15-8-0-0; Hellai-d, George D., 1-4-0-0; Hendon,
L. J., 9-74-0; Hill, Eail F., 14-7-0-3; Hofstetter, Joe,
l-O-O-O; Holbrook, Wilham M.. 34-0-1; Holland, David
W., 4-3-1-1; Hollingsworth, R;ilph, 2-6-O-0; Hohnan,
Joseph B., 1-3-0-0; Holman, S. T., 3-4-1-0; Holthouser,
Terry W., 04-1-0; Helton, Glenn, 0-0-0-1; Hooper, Rob-
ert Allen, 1-0-0-0; Horsman, Bill, 0-2-0-0; Howard, Rob-
ert E., 0-2-4-0; Huber, Cari W., 4-4-2-2; Huber, JeiTy,
0-1-0-0; Hughes, Paul P., 4-8-1-4; Hughes, Robert E.,
9-3-0-0; Hmiter, J;mies E., 04-0-0 ;Hurley, Kenneth E.,
0-0-0-2; Huriey, Robert, 14-0-0; Huston, Roderick J.,
0-2-1-0;
Idol, Billy Joe, 3-7-3-0; Isaacs, Jack, 2-1-0-0; Isaacs,
Marvin D., 1-1-0-2; Jshmael, Stephen A., 5-2-0-0;
Jacoby, Ben W., 5-5-0-0; James, Gene, 1-2-O-0; Jen-
kins, Kean, 104-0-0; Johns, Charles, 54-1-1; Johnson,
Bernard M., 1-1-0-0; Johnson, Han-y A., .5-6-1-1; John-
son, Staii W., 4-0-1-0; Jones, J. Cari, 14-3-0; Jones,
John Howai-d, 1-0-1-0; Jones, William A., 3-8-0-0; Jun-
ior, Edwin G., 0-1-0-0;
KaJlaher, James, 3-0-1-0; Karr, Don, 5-2-6-0; Kath-
man, Bernard, 1-3-1-0; Kaufman, Alvin R., 5-3-0-0; Kelly,
William G., 6-5-1-0; Kemper, Russ, 54-0-0; Kerr, Ken-
neth, 5-8-0-0; Kimble, Frank, 4-0-0-0; King, Allen V.,
5-3-0-0; Kirk, Charies F., 1-0-0-0; Kraesig, Charles,
0-3-0-3; Kraft, H. Nellis, 7-44-3; Kratzenberg, Ralph,
04-0-0;
Lally, James J., 1-3-0-0; Lambert, Irvin, 2-16-0-1;
Lange, William E., Jr., 2-8-0-0; Lawson, Leland, 2-1-3-0;
Leahy, Pat, 3-5-6-0; Lehkamp, Ken, 4-10-5-0; Lenahan,
Thomas F., 7-6-2-0; Leonard, Dale C, 0-2-0-0; Levy, Art,
2-5-0-0; Liebert, Gilbert, 0-1-0-0; Lindon, Bob, 7-5-0-0;
Lingo, Henry E., 9-3-0-0; Logan, Eh, 9-3-0-1; Long,
James E., 6-1-1-0; Lotz, Robert W., 7-6-2-0; Lowe, Gene
T., 940-2-0; Lowe, Stan, 7-8-0-0; Lusby, George, 3-12-0-0;
McCarthy, William J., 7-3-1-1; McClui-e, Thomas
S., 0-5-3-3; McComas, Michael, 0-1-0-0; McConachie, Bud,
1-6-1-0; McCormick, Don, 0-1-0-1; McCoiTOick, Donald
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R.. 0-1-0-1; McCow-an, Connell, 1-8-1-1; McFadden, Jim-
mie. 5-6-3-0; McGehee, Gordon, 9-2-0-2; McGIasson.
Gene, 2-3-0-0; McKenzie, Robert L., 0-2-0-0; McKinney.
Adelle F., 19-11-0-1; McLane, Albert I., 5-7-5-0; Mc-
Lemore. Jack T., 2-10-0-0; McNamee, Jack E., 3-2-2-0;
McPeek, Talmadge, 3-1-0-2;
Mackovic, John, 2-0-1-0; Magrudor, Earl, 7-3-2-0;
Mahan, James R., 3-3-1-0; Malone, James F., &-2-3-0;
Matarazzo, S. M., 4-4-0-0; Mattingly, Charles "Pete,"
4-5-1-0; May, Charles E., 1-3-0-1; May, E. B., Jr.,
18-6-0-0; Mayhew-, Wmiam M., 10-3-0-0; Mayo, Henry
L., Jr., 1-2-1-0; Mays. Raymond Keith, 0-1-0-0; Meeks,
Jack, 5-2-5-0; Melmige, Jim, 2-0-1-0; Mercke, Frank R.,
8-8-4-1; Mereker, George E., 10-5-0-1; Metcalf, Ken,
7-3-0-0; Metzger, Donald R., 4-5-1-2; Meyer, Bud (Har-
r>t, 2-1-0-0; Miller, Maurice Tony, 0-0-1-0; Minta, John
H.. 1-4-0-0; Mitchell, Emmett, 4-9-0-0; Mitchell, Vyron
\\'., 4-3-1-1; Modrell, Garry W., 0-0-0-2; Moody, William
R., 3-4-2-0; Mooneyhan, James H., 2-8-3-0; Moore, James
Patrick, 0-11 -0-2; Mordica, William A., 3-2-0-0; Morgan,
Jimmie Lee, 1-1-2-0; Morgan, Richard, 4-2-10-0; Morris,
Gene L., 0-1-0-1; Morrissey. Rockne, 4-2-0-1; Morse,
Richard K., 12-9-3-0; Moser. Tommy, 1-2-0-0; Moss,
Hm\-ard A., 8-5-2-3; MueUer. Dick, 3-4-3-0; Mullins,
B. E., 0-3-0-1; Muntan, Peter J., 4-7-3-0; Murray, Thom-
as. 15-5-0-0;
Nassida, Frank R., 4-6-0-0; Neal, Gene, 6-5-0-3;
NewTnan, Bill, 0-1-0-0; NickeU, Duane, 6-7-0-1; Niday,
Paul D., 1-0-0-0; Noland, Douglas, 6-10-0-0; Nolan, Mi-
chael Bruce, 0-2-0-0; Nord, Bertrand J., 10-7-1-1; Nord,
Ed, 7-5-1-1; Nord, Gilbert T., 9-6-0-1; Norwood, Thom-
as R.. 4-10-0-1;
Odil, WilUam Randall, 5-7-1-0; Oldham, Ben Rich-
ard. 4-9-0-0; Omer, Billy W., 5-3-1-1; Omer, Harold G..
5-9-0-2; O'Nan, Norman, 6-3-2-0; O'Neal, Bud (W. J.),
4-6-1-2; Orem, Dale, 2-8-3-1; Osborne, Ted G., 4-8-0-1;
Pace, Donald W., 5-6-3-0; Palmer, Carl A., 0-1-0-0;
Pardue, Israel L., 1-1-0-1; Parker, Bob L., 3-5-0-0; Par-
rell. Mike T., 5-3-0-0; Parsley, Qyde E., 15-2-0-0; Pate.
Lloyd \\'.. 7-3-0-0; Paulk, John R., 8-6-0-0; Paxton, Garj-
R.. 04-0-0; Peeno, Harry R., 5-5-2-0; Pegausch, Wilham
E.. 6-2-1-0; Pelham, Pete. 0-3-0-0; Perry, Tom, 10-6-0-0;
Pietrowski, Paul, 34-1-0; Pihl, Donald S., 1-1-2-0; Pin-
son. Eugene, 1-3-0-2; Plate, Arthur C, 0-0-2-0; Porco.
Kenneth J., 8-10-2-2; Powell, Logan, 1-9-0-1; Prather.
Wilbur E., 3-4-2-1;
Rapp, WiUiam, 2-1-0-0; Raque, Ronald, 1-2-1-1:
Rawls, L. Townes, 4-7-1-0; Ray, Bob, 9-7-0-0; Ray.
Collis Randle, 3-2-0-0; Ray, Shirley G., 8-0-1-0; Redding-
ton. Jim, 0-11-2-0; Rcece, Fred, 7-6-0-0; Reece, Jem
T.. 6-5-0-1; Reed. Gordon, 9-2-3-0; Reeves. Bob, 0-1-0-1;
Richardson, William H., 0-2-0-0; Riggs. C. Dennis.
0-2-0-0: Riggs, William T., 9-2-1-0; Ring, Bill, 8-5-0-0;
Roberts, John G., 3-3-1-0; Robinson, Don L., 2-1-0-0;
Rodgers, Tom H., 5-4-2-0; Roe, Doyle, Jr., 1-0-0-0;
Rolph. Harold J., 1-0-0-0; Roof, Jerry C, 4-5-3-3; Ru-
dolph, Fred, Jr., 0-13-1-1; Russell, Gary E., 10-1-2-1:
Russell, Joe A., 94-0-0; Russell, Kenneth E., 1-0-0-0;
Russman, Godfi-ej F., 5-9-3-2;
Sagers, Robert M., 1-0-0-0; SI. Clair, Jiunes W..
0-0-1-0; Sammons, Terry Lynn, 3-0-0-0; Sanders, Mel L..
6-6-1-1: Sapp. Edward, 0-15-1-1; Sauer, George E..
8-4-1-0; Saylors, Cariee, 2-4-0-1; Schad, Jim, 2-1-1-0;
Schiering, Jack, 34-1-0; SchUch, Paul E., 5-5-1-2;
Schmitt, Paul E., 5-74-1; Schuble, Charles E.. 4-7-04;
Schwetschenau, Paul, 0-1-0-1; Sconce, John, 0-0-1-0;
Scott, W. L. (Bill!, 6-6-2-0; Seale, William E., 3-7-0-2;
Sea\ers, Joe, 6-6-1-0; Selvy, Curt, 17-5-0-0; Sexton.
Steven C, 0-3-O-0; Shanks, Thomas E., 4-6-0-0; Shaw,
John H., 5-2-0-0: She\TOiakcr, Wayne, 8-9-1-0; Showalter,
John, 3-10-1-0; Simms, Qai-ence E., 1-0-0-0; Sizemore,
Aster, 3-0-1-O; SUgh, James E., 0-1-0-0; Sloan, Wallace,
4474-0; Slone, Eari, 1-7-0-0; Smith, William E., 2-0-0-0;
Snyder, Gus, 2-0-0-2; South, Stanley Parks, 0-1-0-0;
Spath, William J., 3-24-0; Speaks, Cart V., 0-2-0-0;
Spencer, H. Edward, 0-1-0-0; Staley, E. G., "Jerry,"
143-0-0; Staples, Jerry D., 7-3-0-0; Staten, Joseph B.,
1-6-1-0; Stephens, Herbert D., 1-1-0-0; Stephenson, Hairy
S., 3-5-0-0; Stevens, WUliam D., 2-9-1-0; Strain, Richard,
9-5-34; Strong, Arnett, 11-5-1-1; Sucietto, Richard,
1-3-1-0; Sullivan, A. Gregory, 6-5-3-0; Sullivan, Don
Chris, 6-2-2-0; Sullivan, Thomas E., 0-1-04; Swarts,
Joseph C, 0-2-0-0; Swinford, John, 114-0-0;
Tackett, Jay, 9-2-04; Talbot, WilUam G., 3-5-3-0;
Taylor, B. L., 0-0-1-0; Taylor, Charles Gary, 0-1-1-1;
Tehan, James, 0-1-0-0; Thomas, Bill, 0-1-0-0; Thomas.
Raymond E., 2-0-0-0; Thompson, Jack, 8-7-1-0; Thomp-
son, Jack F., 0-0-2-0; Thompson, Thomas B., 8-4-0-1;
Thompson. Thomas D., 0-2-1-1; Thrasher, PhiUip H..
0-5-0-1; Timmering, George E., 2-7-0-1; Trimer, Nor-
man E., 1-1-2-0;
VanHoose, Jack D., 1-2-0-0; Van Meter, David G..
2-6-2-1; Van Zant, Jim, 1-0-0-0; Vaughan, John T., 0-2-0-0;
Vissman, Charles F., 0-4-1-0;
Wagner, Jim L., 7-5-24; Waide, Harry D., 4-6-1-2;
Walker, Julian R., 7-6-0-1; Walker, Paul R., 9-2-0-0;
Waller, Bobbie E., 4-9-4-0; Wanchic, Nicholas, 8-3-1-0;
Warren, Bige, 1-0-0-0; Warren, Buist Buzz, 2-4-0-0;
Warren, Kenneth A., 1-244; Washaleski, Thomas V.,
1-54-1; Washer, James P., 1-3-0-1; Washer, Robert Stan,
4-8-2-0; Watts, Shirley R., 14-5-0-0; Weaver, Clyde Ivan,
34-O-0; Weaver, Ray, 4-044; Webb, Ralph Dudley,
5-6-2-0; Weber, Thomas C, 0-1-0-0; Werkowitz, Jack,
1-0-0-0; Whitmore, Paul N. ,5-3-0-0; Whittemore, Paul,
1-1-1-1; Wickhani, James R., 0-3-0-0; Wilbert, Donald A.,
1-1-04; Wilbert, Louis, 04-0-0; Willey, Harold L.,
1-1-0-0; Williams, James H., 0-2-0-0; WiUis, Donald A.,
2-7-3-0; Wilson, Louis, 5-9-0-0; Wise, Billy V., 16-3-0-1;
Wise, Jack, 12-5-0-0; Womack, William H., 3-3-1-0;
Wray, Robert F., 9-9-04; Wright, James Uoyd, 0-8-0-0;
Wurtz, Emil, 04-0-0;
Yanity, Joseph. 1-0-0-0; Yates, Williani H., 24-0-0;
Young, Jack, 0-6-0-0;
Zaranka, Benny J., 4-6-0-0; Zehnder, Mel R., 0-1-0-2;
Zimmer, Tom, 11-74-0.
Basketball Questions
(Continued From Page One)
25. Play: Dribbler A} stops close to the side line
on the side of the court at which his squad's bench is
located. Al continues to dribble, but does not advance.
His coach leaves the bench and confers with Al briefly.
Just before the coach returns to the bench, he puts his
arm around the waist of Al and/or pats him on the
back, as an indication of confidence.
Ruling: The coach commits a technical foui when
he leaves the bench in this situation.
26. Play: In the front court of A (the back court
of Bl Al passes to A2. Bl, attempting to secure the
ball, bats it well down the court toward B's basket.
The ball bounces several times before Bl recovers it
in B's front court. Bl then dribbles to his basket and
scores.
Ruling: Legal.
Comment: The bat of the ball by Bl, in this situa-
tion, is not considered part of the dribble. Neither is Bl
considered to have control of the baU until he secures
it following the bat. The situation related, as far as the
bat is concerned, has elements which are identical with
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tapping the ball, as during a jump, or when two or
three players are attempting to recover a loose ball on
the floor. As covered by the definition, "A dribble is
ball movement caused by a player in control . . ."
Securing control, maintaining control, and loss of con-
trol are factors to be considered and determined in
administering the dribble.Technically, Bl has not had
control during the bat.
27. Play: Al dribbles in the mid-court area for
3 seconds while being closely guarded by Bl. Al then
dribbles out of the mid-court area and into the front
court and holds the ball for 2 seconds, during which
time he continues to bo closely guarded by Bl.
Ruling: Nothing has occurred in the situation de-
scribed to cause a held ball. When Al dribbles out of
mid-court area, the count is discontinued. A new count
starts when Al holds the ball in the front court area for
2 seconds. A held ball will occur if Al holds the ball
tor an additional 3 seconds, while continuing lo be
closely guarded by Bl.
28. Play: (a) Al, in his back court, dribbles for
8 seconds and then throws the ball against the log of
Bl, recovers it, and holds the ball; or (b) Al passes
towaixi A2 and the ball is batted by Bl but continues on
to A2 who then controls it.
Ruling: In both (at and tb) the ball rem;uns in
control of team A. The 10-second count continues.
29. Play: A squad list of ten is supplied the offi-
cial scorer prior to the stai't of the game. During the
game Al is disqualified. The coach does not provide a
replacement for Al. indicating that team A will con-
tinue the game with four players and that none of the
five substitutes will become a participant.
Ruling: Team A is required to have a team of five
players as long as there is personnel available. The
referee should notify the coach of team A that five
players are required. If llie coach of team A does not
cooperate, the referee should assess a technical foul for
delay of game. If team A does not then provide a fifth
player, the game should be forfeited to team B.
Comment: The question following Rule 3, Section
1, provides that a team may play with fewer than five
players only when there are no substitutes available.
However, the interpretation definitely indicates that
when there are substitutes available, a team must have
five players.
30. Play: While in the act of making a field
goal try, Al is held by Bl. The ball: (a) enters the
basket; or (b) does not enter the basket. In both (a)
and (b), A2 commits basket interference at his own
basket.
Ruling: In both (a) ;uid (b) the goal does not
count, and Al is awarded two free throws.
31. Play: Al travels. As the official sounds his
whistle to kill the ball, he notices there are 2 seconds
remaining in the period. However, the timer does not
get the clock stopped pix>mptly and lime expires.
Ruling: Timing erroi"s which may be corrected
are restricted to those which result from the timer's
neglect to stop or start the clock as specified by rules
coverage. The rules coverage does not permit the ref-
eree to make allowance for the reaction time of the
timer which results in a "lag" in stopping the clock.
32. Play: Team A is granted a time-out. The
electric timer indicates no time remains in that period.
However, the signal has not sounded.
RuUng: If the electric timer is working properly
the signal must sound to temiinate the pei'iod except
when the ball is in flight on a tiy or there is a foul to
be penalized.
33. Play: Prior to a free throw attempt by Al, B6
replaces B2. The attempt by Al is successful. B2 reports
to the scorer and desires to reenter.
Ruling: B2 may not reenter before the next oppor-
tunity to substitute after the clock has been started
following his replacement.
31. Play: .\1 ends his dribble. Ho then passes ilie
ball against the back of: (a) Bl; or (b) I he official. In
each case he then recovers the ball.
Ruling: In (a) the action is legal and Al may di'ib-
hle again. In (bl it is a violation as soon as Al recovers
Ihe ball. When the ball touches the official it is the same
as if the ball touches the floor where the official is
^landing. When Al recovered the ball in (b) ho coni-
iiiitted a double dribble.
35. Play: Al ends his dribble and I hen passes
Ihe ball against the backboard of B2 and catches the
rebound.
Ruling: Violation. Ball is awarded lo team B at
spot out of bounds nearest lo where the violation
occurred.
36. Play: A2, in attempling to screen, lakes a
.stationary position in the path of moving B2. The posi-
tion of A2: (a) is so close that B2 cannot avoid A2 and
contact results; or (b) is far enough away so that B2,
who is aware of the position of A2, has an oppoifunity
to avoid A2 but contact still results.
Ruling: In (a), the foul is on A2 for blocking.
In (bl, B2 did not use the opportunity to avoid A2 and,
iherefore, he is responsible for the contact and the foul
for charging is conmiitted by him.
37. Play: Al is diibbling toward his own basket
and attciiipts field goal. Bl reaches out and pulls on
Al's shirt, as Al tries for field goal. The ball enters
the basket. Does the official award two free throws for
intentional foul?
Ruling: Yes. Intentional foul for which two free
throws are awarded.
38. Play: Al is in the act of trying for field goal.
Bl makes contact with Al after the ball has left the
hand of Al and the attempt is successful. Is Al awai'ded
Ihe 1 and 1 bonus throw even though Ihe foul was
neither intentional nor flagrant?
Ruling: If bonus i-ule was in effect Al would be
awarded a bonus try if his first try was successful.
39. Play: Free throw by Al goes in basket but
both Bl and A2 are in the lane too soon. Referee erro-
neously rules that on double violation the point counts.
How can B get correction?
Ruling: The error occun-ed while the clock was
stooped, therefore, if the attention of the official is
called to the error before the clock is next started,
official should cancel the point.
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF
REGISTERED BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
(List Compiled February 1)
If one telephone number is given for an official listed,
it is the home phone unless otherwise designated. If two num-
bers are given, the first number is that of the home phone.
Chaney. Re.\. 420 W. Sun St.. Morehrad. 784-7K80, 7.'i4-41Sl
Hxt. :V2:l
Clark. Kenneth II., Route 2. Hartford
Conlin. Ivlartin T.. :i24 Oak St.. Ludlow. 2ill-857n
Davis, A. J.. P. O. llox 5SS. Ha/.aid. 4:i(;-5.'-)(i.''). 43(;-?,:)33
DeGi'oute, James A., 2905 E. Mulberry. Evansville. ln,l.,
476-5497
Fluty, Leslie O., Route 1. Kermit, W. Va.
Hord. Ronnie, 315 Logan St., Campbellsville, 405-4889, 465-87S6
Montgomery, Don. R. O. Hox 11. Hurgin. 74«-55«2, 748-5180
Mueller. Jack It.. 4200 Leo Lane, Jeffersimtown. 2157-1459,
li3G-13Sl
Uicketta. Raymond K., Bruoe Straight, Coburn, Va.
Kupert, Ray. 31H5 Arrowhead. Lexington. 277-4481
Slinker, Dennis R.. Livermore. 525-9213, 278-2522
Stout. Charle.s H.. 1>. O. Hox 127, Taylorsville, 477-S177.
722-8803
Strasburger, Charles 11.. 108 Forest. I,nl 20. Rowling Green
Vance. Hunter, Jr., 214 Robin Road. Rowliiii,- (ireen. ,842-3505,
8.!2-fi.->ll
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A Mother's Point of View
The role of a wrestling mother is a hard one, and.
if you are new on the mat, you have much to learn.
Ot course, you won't really be on the mat, at least
hope you won't. You'll just feel as if you were. When
you stagger away from your first meet, your muscles
will ache from vicarious wresthng as you strain to help
your little darling who is on the mat.
But first there are certain prerogatives and status
symbols that you will recognize as part of your new
role.
The costume is important. You can always tell a
neophyte. She'll have on a wool suit or a sweater too
good to fall on the floor under the stand. She'll be
dressed for a PTA tea and it just won't do.
The very first thing you'll learn is that there is no
place this side of Hades as hot as a wrestling room.
You wear a cotton dress or a cotton blouse and a
sweater that preferably is expendable.
Chewing gum is frowned upon in some circles, bul
it's part of the equipment for these events. Lite Savers
help, too. You can alternate, but any mother in the
know will have one or both in her purse.
You can's tear your hair when Junior prances out
on the mat to face that monster who is obviously five
years older and 10 pounds heavier than your son, but
you have to do something!
Now, about this sport: a technical expect could
make it coniphcated, but we'll try to give you a
smiplified explanation—from a woman's point of view,
so to speak.
A match is divided into three parts. For the first,
the opponents stand in a circle and glare at each other.
When the referee blows his whistle, they start a sort of
dance—round and round with much lunging and plung-
ing.
The object is to overpower the other fellow, bring
him to the mat, and land on top of him more or
less. That accomplishment is called a "takedown" and
is good for two points.
One dramatic way to get a takedown, used by the
more robust at times, is to lift the opponent into the air,
sort of waving him around like a flag, then slam him
bodily onto the mat. If your son is the flag, this is not a
good system!
Now, we have two more rounds to go. (You've had
enough? Grit your teeth. Mom. It'll get worse before
better.
)
In each of these, one man is "on the bottom" and
one "on top." This is determined by the impartial toss
of a coin and alternates, the winner having his "druth-
ers" the first time.
If he thinks he can get away from the big ape, your
boy may choose to be down, since to reverse him means
two points. The chances vary with size, shape, and
wind of the opponents being factors.
Now for the sake of this treatise, let's assume that
Junior is on the bottom. The whistle blows. Whoops!
Who is where and why? Looks like a couple of snakes
coming out of hibernation—^whose leg is that anyway?
He's going to break Ws arm! Wait, it's all right; your
cle\'er son has reversed him.
That means that he is now on top and in control
—
two points for that one, too.
Now just suppose that that beast should break
away
. . . not reverse, just break loose and get away.
That is known as an escape and merits one point.
That's enough for your first lesson, though.
Did I mention that it's also permissible to scream,
beat on the girl in front of you, or as one well-known
In Memoriam
Ralph E. Hill
Ralph E. Hill, 87, for twenty years Regis-
trar at the University of Louisville and
former Secretary-Treasurer of the Kentucky
High School Athletic Association (1922-37).
died in Louisville on December 23, 1967.
Mr. Hill was a native of Petoskey, Michi-
gan. He received his Bachelor's Degree from
Albion College, his Master's Degree from
the University of Louisville. He taught
mathematics at the Louisville Male High
School for more than twenty years.
From 1920 to 1927 Mr. Hill was Superin-
tendent of Somerset City Schools. He joined
the University of Louisville faculty in 1927
as Head of the Mathematics Department,
becoming Registrar in 1929. When he retired
twenty years later, he had seen the Univer-
sity grow from an enrollment of 1,913 to
8,260.
A Rotarian for many years, Mr. Hill was
a Past President of the Somerset Club, and
in 1947 was Governor of the Rotary Western
District. He was an Elk and a Shriner. He
was a member of the Bardstown Road Pres-
byterian Church.
mother of wrestlers used to do, hide your head in your
neighbor's shoulder until the worst is over.
Nor will practice improve your lot. The more you
know and the more you go, the larger butterflies you'll
entertain, but you'll sit bravely on, hving for the mo-
ment when your match is over, and never, never letting
on to son that you had qualms once.
If he wins, you may praise him with restrmnt; if
he gets clobbered, you talk about something else.
—Peg Gifford
Chattanooga Times
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Immunization And The Athlete
An athlete must respect the fundamentals of defense
as well as offense. If not, he is incomplete in his readi-
ness for competitive sports and vulnerable to a worthy
opponent. So it is with an athlete's health. The athlete
who hasn't the basic defenses against the threats of
disease also is vulnerable to worthy opponents.
The cmalogy can go further. The nature of defensive
strategies and tecliniques varies from sport to sport,
from opponent to opponent, and from athlete to athlete.
Likewise, preventive measures against disease vary
with particular diseases, circumstances, and individuals.
One of the most effective defenses man can offer
against communicable disease fortunately is the easi-
est: immunization. Simply by visiting a physician peri-
odically, a person can protect himself against an ever-
increasing number of infectious diseases. This requires
no further conscious thought, change in behavior, nor
self-disciphne. A number of diseases still defy the
immunization process, and for these, other defenses
must be employed. Too many persons, however, have
not acquired those defenses currently available from
immunization and thus remain unnecessarily vulner-
able.
The high school athlete probably will have acquired
immunity against some (iseases such as measles,
chickenpox, and perhaps mumps by having had these
diseases during childhood. As a child, also, he probably
has been immunized against other diseases such as
whooping cough, smallpox, diphtheria and poho via
vaccinations. Just as in sports where periodic review
of one's defenses is necessary to utilize or contend with
new offense adaptations and defense innovations, so
must an athlete's immunization schedule receive peri-
odic evaluation.
Late in 1966, the American Medical Association
Council on Environmental and Public Health, in cooper-
ation with the U. S. Public Health Service Communi-
cable Disease Center, brought together experts on
inmiunology to review the latest information on immu-
nization schedules. The consequent recommendations
apropos to the athlete of secondary school or college
age follow. Post-immunization soreness and transient
symptoms should be anticipated and the immunization
schedule put well in advance of a season's onset:
Tetanus is an ever-present hazard for the athlete.
Ha\ing been deposited on the ground in the excreta of
animals, the tetanus bacteria in spore form have a long
communicable period in the dirt that frequents play
areas. Puncture wounds, lacerations, and abrasions into
which dirt has been forced pose a special threat. The
incidence of tetanus infection remains about 400 annu-
allj-; but the high mortality rate (almost half of those
infected), plus the fact that the agent cannot be eradi-
cated, give this disease its dread character. Immuniza-
tion with tetanus toxoid eveiy ten years, plus possibly
a booster dose when a tetanus-prone injury occurs,
provide simple but vital defenses.
Smallpox has not occurred in the U. S. for several
years, but an outbreak could take place at any time.
Athletes should be vaccinated against the smallpox
virus every three years. The potential severity of tihe
disease merits faithful attention to the recommended
frequency of revaccinations.
Poliomyelll'is is no longer a major crippler of youth
thanks to the vaccines recently developed by Doctors
Sabin and Salk. But it is not yet down and out, and
outbreaks do occur. The oral vaccine is preferred be-
cause it rapidly develops a long-lasting immunity and
because it is easier to take. Athletes who are certain
they have received the recommended doses need not
request further immunization.
Influenza immunization recommendations are no)
as firm as for other diseases. Its relative protection
becomes significant primarily in an impending epi-
demic, and the injection ordinarily is given in the fall
to the aged and debilitated to reduce the severity of the
disease if contracted. Yet, there is some justification
for routine use of the vaccine for those who are contLnu-
ally exposed to lai'ge groups of people and whose day-
to-day performance levels are of significance. Since a
winter sport athlete fits these criteria, he should seek
local medical advice with respect to immunization.
Measles immunization is the latest of the defensive
breakthroughs against a major disease. The serious-
ness of the potential complications associated witii
measles has prompted an all-out national campaign by
the medical profession to immunize every child with the
new vaccine. Most high school athletes are immune to
measles from a childhood infection, but those who state
they have never had the disease should be protected
agcdnst this disease by vaccination.
Diphtheria is still on the essential list of immuniza-
tions because sporadic outbreaks occur in the U. S. In
early childhood, diphtheria vaccine is often combined
with tetanus toxoid and whooping cough vaccine to
provide a convenient one-dose protection against all
three diseases. Later on, the whooping cough vaccine
is dropped since it is not a serious threat to older chil-
dren and adults.
Protection against a number of other diseases with
appropriate immunization procedures on a localized
basis is sometimes recommended when exposure is
suspected. These include anthrax, brucellosis, Q fever,
rabies,. Rocky Mountain spotted fever, and tularemia.
Because of the modem international mobility of the
public, "disease of the past" such as typhoid, yellow
fever, and cholera may return as threats. A great
reservoir of unprotected unsuspecting persons remain
to acquire and transmit such diseases if reintroduced.
Participation in athletics is an opportune occasion
to gain an appreciation for the principles of infectious
disease control because an athlete cannot afford to
leave such matters to chance. The significance of a
disease varies from a temporary nuisance to a perma-
nent impairment. To an athlete and his team, any
deviation from peak readiness is more than a nuisance.
Moreover, the athlete is in group contact constantiy and
travels frequently. These factors give the athlete more
exposure to infectious agents than his nonathletic
friends, making inattention to the defenses of immuni-
zation not only regrettable but almost inexcusable.
—National Federation and the A.M.A.
Letter From the Commissioner
(Continued From Inside Front Ctover)
coaches to be enrolled in liis organization and
remittance for these, and send the Commis-
sioner the various reports mentioned above
as soon as possible.
13. Tournament Rule VI-A-3 provides
that the district representative to the annual
meeting may be allowed for expenses an
amount not to exceed $50. Since this is a
maximum and not necessarily a fixed
amount, the delegate should be asked to sub-
mit an estimate of the cost of his lodging,
transportation, and meals because of his rep-
resenting the district at the annual meeting.
Sincerely yours,
Ted Sanford
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The Special Football Plan Designed For
Kentucky High School Football Coaches As-
sociation Will Be Offered In Connection With
An Excellent Student Accident Coverage For
Your Schools.
Your Inquiries Will Be Answered Promptly.
W. E. KINGSLEY
121-123 LAFAYETTE AVENUE
P. O. BOX 7100
J. E. McCREARY. Mgr.
Life Department
LEXINGTON, KY. 40602
GENERAL AGENT
CHARLES C. PRICE
PHONE 2544095
I
News About Swimming
The 1968 Class AAA State High School
Swimming Meet will be held at the Planta-
tion Swim Club pool, Louisville, on February
23-24, the Class AA meet at the University
of Kentucky pool, Lexington, on March 29-
30. The meet for girls will be held on Friday
at each location, beginning at 1 :00 P.M. ; the
meet for boys on Saturdav, beginning at
9:00 A.M.
Class AAA will include those high schools
with an enrollment of 800 or more (grades
10-12), and Class AA will include those
schools with an enrollment of less than
800. All-male or all-female schools with an
enrollment of 400' or more are placed in
Class AAA. General regulations concerning
the meets appear in the K.H.S.A.A. booklet.
All rules appearing in the 1968 scholastic
section of the N.C.A.A. Swimming Guide
wiU be followed unless there is some differ-
ence between these regulations and those
adopted by the Board of Control. In such an
event, K.H.S.A.A. rules will prevail.
Only those swimmers who qualify for the
finals will be given expense allowances for
transportation, lodging, and meals.
The Basketball Hall of Fame
During the school year 1966-67, additional
K.H.S.A.A member schools making contribu-
tions or pledges to the Basketball Hall of
Fame brought the total number of contrib-
uting schools to seventy. Of this number,
fifty-seven schools have taken out or will
take out Group Memberships at $100.00 each.
Contributing members are listed below.
$100 Contributions and Pledges
Adair County Durrett M. M. I.
Allen County E'town Catholic Morgan County
Austin-Tracy Eubank Ohio County
Bath County Ezel Owensboro
Bishop David Fairview Paducah Tilghman
Bloomneld Harlan Paul G. Blazer
Bourbon County Hazard Pikeville
Bracken County Henry Clay Pleasure Ridge Park
Breathitt Henry County Reidland
Calhoun Inez Kowan County
Campbellsville Jenkins St. Mary's (Whites
Caneyville Ky. School for Deaf ville)
Carr Creek Leitchfield Sayre
Cavema Leslie County Somerset
Clay County Lily Tates Creek
Covinsrton Catholie Logan Co. A.A. Temple Hill
Daviess County Livingston Central Pompkinsville
Danville L'ldlow Valley
Dayton M-.ison County Williamstown
Dunbar M'dway
ContribuHons Less Than $100
Beechwood Knott County Prichard
Campbell County Monticello Pulaski County
Central Nancy ihopville
Ferguson Paintsville Wayne County
Holmes
SUTCLIFFE'S SALUTES
the many individuals whose tireless eiiortsmake our
Kentucky tournament the success that it is—the hun-
dreds oi behind-the-scenes specialists whoknow their
jobs and do them so welL
COACHES
Try Sutcliffe's — supplying team
and school athletic supplies for more
than 60 years.
Try Sutcliffe's fast shipping service
frm our huge Louisville warehouse
stocks.
Use Sutcliffe's field force of spe-
cialty school representatives whose
business it is to help coaches and
principals with their athletic equip-
ment 'budget.
Use Sutcliffe's for anything in ath-
letic supplies from handballs to
electric scoreboards.
Sutcliffe's solicits your interest,
your inquiries, and your orders.
UTCLIFFE CO
959 LOUISVILLE, KY. 40201
K.H.S.A.A. TOURNAMENT DIRECTORS
District and Regional Tournament Directors can get all of their supplies
and needs to run a tournament from Hunt's. We have the merchandise
listed below in stock for immediate shipment. Call or write us your needs.
BASKETBALLS
Get the feel of a basketball same as will be used in the State Tournament in
Louisville, and in your District or Regional Tournament. We have all
brands, including the following:
No. AFR Last Bilt ball.
No. ARX panel lock molded ball endorsed by Coach Adolph Rupp
and used by the University of Kentucky Basketball Team.
Both of these balls will definitely be used in the State Tournament
in Louisville.
ADMISSION TICKETS
Complete stock of admission tickets, 2,000 tickets to the roll numbered con-
secutively. Printed ADULT, STUDENT, and ADMIT ONE. $1.50 per roll
of 2,000.
TROPHIES AND AWARDS
We can take care of your Sportsmanship trophies, individual charms for
All-Star teams, etc. Our stock is complete and we can engrave in our store
and S'hip to you at once.
ACCESSORIES
Nets, scorebooks, first-aid supplies, whistles, stopwatches, timers' horns,
powdered rosin, bath towels, shoe laces, colored top sweat socks, carry-all
bags. All of this merchandise in stock for at once delivery.
BANKS AND GOALS
We have a complete stock of fan-shaped steel, fan-shaped and rectangular
glass backboards complete with goals and nets in stock for at once delivery.
A phone call will get them off to you at once.
FAIR-PLAY ELECTRIC BASKETBALL SCOREBOARDS
We have IN STOCK the Fair Play Tick-A-Way Scoreboard ready for imme-
diate shipment. A call will get one to your gymnasium before tournament
time.
Turn all of your needs over to us. We will be glad to handle them for you.
ROY BOYD, JIM MITCHELL, WADE BURLESON or C. A. BYRN, JR.
are always ready to assist you in every way possible.
If you want the BEST QUALITY and the BEST SERVICE contact HUNT'S
HUNTS ATHLETIC GOODS CO., INC.
CH 7-1941 — PHONES — CH 7-1942
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
PHONE 459-6366 LOUISVILLE, KY.
Wf ^ipTne Day You BuV
